Citation: Gin TJ, Wu Z, Chew SKH, Guymer RH, Luu CD. Quantitative analysis of the ellipsoid zone intensity in phenotypic variations of intermediate age-related macular degeneration. Invest Ophthalmol Vis Sci. 2017;58:207958: -208658: . DOI:10.1167 PURPOSE. Reduction of the ellipsoid zone (EZ) intensity has been reported in eyes with agerelated macular degeneration (AMD). This study determined whether overall EZ intensity, in retinal locations undisturbed by pathologic features, is associated with the presence of clinical features, which are known important phenotypic risk factors for disease progression, large drusen, reticular pseudodrusen (RPD), and pigmentary abnormalities.
C linical classification systems of the early stages of agerelated macular degeneration (AMD), based on drusen and pigmentary changes on color fundus photography, are conventionally used to stratify risk of progression toward developing vision threatening, advanced changes including neovascularization and geographic atrophy (GA). [1] [2] [3] In recent years, reticular pseudodrusen (RPD; also referred to as subretinal drusenoid deposits) have also been suggested as an additional risk for the development of late stage disease. 4, 5 Further characterization of early pathologic changes revealed on high-resolution spectral-domain optical coherence tomography (SD-OCT) offers us an opportunity to identify other structural biomarkers of disease severity. We and others have suggested a role for the second hyperreflective band, seen in the outer retina, as a marker of disease severity in various inflammatory diseases [6] [7] [8] as well as retinal inherited and degenerative conditions. [9] [10] [11] Although previously referred to as the inner segment-outer segment (IS/OS) junction, the reflectivity of this band has more recently been suggested to originate from the photoreceptor IS ellipsoids, 12, 13 thus it was referred to as the ellipsoid zone (EZ) at a recent international OCT nomenclature meeting. 14 The photoreceptor IS ellipsoids are densely packed with mitochondria, and have important metabolic and light guiding roles. In eyes with AMD, disruption to the integrity of this band has been significantly associated with reduced visual acuity 15, 16 and microperimetric retinal sensitivity. [17] [18] [19] The integrity of the EZ has been suggested as a prognostic indicator for vision in central serous chorioretinopathy, 20 retinal vein occlusion, 21 and following intravitreal antivascular endothelium growth factor therapy for neovascular AMD. [22] [23] [24] However, assessment of the EZ has largely been limited to qualitative grading of its integrity, which involves noting its presence, absence, or the degree of disruption. 25 More recently, Hood et al. 11 expanded this by quantitatively measuring the intensity of the EZ, showing a reduction in intensity (despite a relatively normal-appearing band) in patients with diminished cone function. We also subsequently found that the intensity of the EZ was reduced in eyes with the early stages of AMD compared to normal, aged-matched eyes, 26 and its intensity was associated with functional changes determined using multifocal electroretinography. 27 However, the differences in the EZ intensity in the presence of different pathologic features in intermediate AMD remain to be determined, and could provide insights into its potential utility as a clinical biomarker.
We therefore sought to examine whether the intensity of the EZ, in retinal locations undisturbed by pathologic features, was associated with features, typical in intermediate AMD, which are known important phenotypic risk factors for disease progression, including the presence of large drusen, hyperpigmentation, and RPD. Alteration in the intensity of the EZ may provide a new quantifiable clinical biomarker of disease severity and risk of progression to vision loss in eyes with intermediate AMD.
METHODS
This study was approved by the Human Research Ethics Committee of the Royal Victorian Eye and Ear Hospital (RVEEH) and was conducted in adherence with the Declaration of Helsinki. All participants provided written informed consent after an explanation of all test procedures.
Participants
Participants with AMD were recruited from AMD research clinics at the Centre for Eye Research Australia. Spouses and friends of the AMD participants were recruited as control participants for this study. Inclusion criteria for all participants were to be over 50 years of age and to have best-corrected visual acuity of better than 20/40 (0.30 logarithm of the minimum angle of resolution [logMAR] ). The inclusion criteria for AMD participants included having drusen >125 lm, with or without pigmentary abnormalities in both eyes (intermediate AMD). 28 Control participants were included only if both eyes did not exhibit signs of AMD, although drusen 63 lm were allowed (normal aging changes). 28 The exclusion criteria for any participants included the presence of any GA, choroidal neovascularization (CNV), significant cataracts, glaucoma, amblyopia, and any corneal pathology that could compromise vision in either eye. Participants were also excluded if they had diabetes or any neurologic or systemic disease affecting vision, were taking any medication known to affect retinal or visual function (e.g., hydroxychloroquine), if they had any physical and/or mental impairment preventing them from participating, or were unable to, or did not provide written informed consent. Both eyes of each participant were included in this study.
Imaging
Colour fundus photographs were obtained with a Canon nonmydriatic camera (Canon CR6-45NM; Canon, Saitama, Japan). Near-infrared reflectance, fundus autofluorescence imaging, and SD-OCT high-resolution line and volume scans were obtained using a Spectralis HRAþOCT (Heidelberg Engineering, Heidelberg, Germany). The SD-OCT volume scan was performed using 49 B-scans that covered a 208 3 208 area using the high-resolution setting and averaging 25 frames for each B-scan to grade the presence of RPD and assist the detection of any SD-OCT defined GA. 29, 30 The SD-OCT horizontal line scan through the fovea was performed using the high-resolution setting and image averaging of 100 frames. All SD-OCT scans were performed with the zero delay set at the vitreous level (being the default setting).
Analysis of Pathologic Features
In this study, pathologic features were analyzed and graded within the central 6000 lm diameter, centred on the fovea, to allow consistency to be achieved across imaging modalities. All images were graded by one senior grader (Khin Zaw Aung) who was masked to the EZ intensity results. Color fundus photographs were graded in accordance with a recently revised Beckman AMD classification. 28 Using color fundus photographs, the presence of intermediate AMD was defined as drusen >125 lm in the area 6000 lm in diameter centered on the fovea. Hyperpigmentary changes were defined when hyperpigmented clumps were visible on color fundus photography within the area 6000 lm in diameter centered on the fovea. 28 Hypopigmentary changes were not accounted for in this study. The presence of RPD was defined as groups of hyporeflective lesions against a background of mild hyperreflectance on near-infrared reflectance (NIR), with corresponding hyperreflective signal above the retinal pigment epithelium on SD-OCT volume scans. [31] [32] [33] The colocalization of RPD on these two imaging modalities was evaluated qualitatively on the software of the device, noting the potential for co-localization errors as reported previously. 34 Only those graded as having definite RPD were considered as having RPD.
Analysis of the EZ
The logarithmic-transformed display of the B-scan (horizontal SD-OCT line scan through the fovea), for each eye of each participant, was exported in tagged image file format (TIFF) using the Heidelberg Eye Explorer software (version 1.9.10.0, Heidelberg Engineering). The transformed image was chosen for analysis to enable accurate manual sampling of the retinal microstructure. This should be distinguished from linear (raw) reflectivities, which other authors have used to evaluate automated algorithms. These raw images are more difficult for human evaluators to interpret and manually sample. 35 The optical coherence tomography images in TIFF were then uploaded into Igor Pro (WaveMetrics, Lake Oswego, OR, USA) computer software for analyzing the relative intensity of the EZ band. The ellipsoid zone grading and analysis was performed by a single experienced examiner (TJG) who was not involved in grading the images for AMD phenotype, and thus was masked to the AMD phenotype grading results during the grading and analysis of the EZ. As defined by the recently proposed nomenclature meeting, 14 the EZ (previously referred to as the IS ellipsoid band or IS/OS junction), external limiting membrane (ELM), and inner nuclear layer (INL) were each manually sampled at each retinal location of interest. A total of 35 retinal locations were sampled; at the fovea and at 200-lm intervals, to a maximum eccentricity of 3400 lm from the fovea, both nasally and temporally, and the gray value of the pixel sampled (ranging from 0 to 255) for each OCT band of interest was recorded.
The relative intensity of the EZ was determined as a ratio of the intensity of the EZ to the ELM and INL at each retinal location. To ensure differences in the relative intensity can be ascribed to differences in the EZ, two references were selected. The external limiting membrane and INL were selected for reference because these layers are considered to be the least altered in early disease and their intensities are relatively constant across a wide eccentricity. 27, 36 Other authors have suggested the use of the vitreous or retinal nerve fiber layer (RNFL) as a reference for intensity profiles. 37, 38 We avoided using the vitreous as a reference given the reflectivity of this region depended on the presence of a posterior vitreous detachment. We also avoided the use of the RNFL given the potential for early glaucomatous changes to potentially impact on the RNFL reflectivity, 39 that may be undetected on the clinical examination of the optic nerve.
To avoid the local ''shadowing'' effect of retinal vessels on the underlying EZ, ELM, INL, retinal locations affected by local vessel ''shadowing'' were not chosen for analysis. To avoid the possible local effect of drusen, RPD and hyperreflective foci on the reflective properties of EZ, ELM, or INL (as a result of local disruption 25 or alterations in the angle of incidence of light 40 ), only retinal locations, along the horizontal foveal scan, that exhibited no disturbance associated with these pathologic features, within 50 lm, were chosen for analysis. Hyperreflective foci were defined on SD-OCT as lesions of equal or higher reflectivity than the RPE band, located within the neurosensory retina, often discrete and well-circumscribed, but sometimes seen attached to elevated RPE overlying drusen. 41 The relative EZ intensity at each retinal location was then averaged over each of the seven 1000-lm horizontal retinal segments, each consisting of five retinal locations, as shown in Figure 1 . Eyes that exhibited disruption across all five retinal locations, in three or more retinal segments, were excluded to ensure statistical validity. Of note, as the INL was absent at the fovea, the EZ/INL ratio could not be calculated at the fovea. Thus, the mean EZ/INL ratio of the central retinal segment (zero eccentricity) was averaged only from 4/5 retinal locations sampled at 200 and 400 lm on either side of the fovea where the INL was discernible.
Statistical Analysis
An independent samples t-test was used to examine the difference in age between the participants with intermediate AMD and normal participants. Linear mixed-effects models (LMMs) were then used to compare the outcome parameters (EZ/ELM, EZ/INL, and ELM/INL) between eyes with and without the clinical features of intermediate AMD. These models are used to account for the hierarchical nature of the data, and are therefore ideal for this data. 42 The general form of the model for each measurement of the intensity ratio (a) at each location (b) nested within an eye (c), nested within a patient (d) was as follows:
Where b 0 through to b 2 represents the fixed effects associated with the intercept, age, and diagnosis of AMD, f b/c and f b/c/d represents the random eye nested within patient and location nested within eye nested within patient effects, respectively, and e abcd represents the residual. A similar model was subsequently built to allow multivariate analyses to be performed, which allowed the presence of each AMD pathologic feature (large drusen, RPD, and hyperpigmentation) to be included separately. Table 1 . Representative OCT scans in Figure 2 illustrate qualitatively and quantitatively the difference in EZ/ELM ratios in a control eye and the different phenotypic variations of intermediate AMD. Both EZ/ELM and EZ/INL ratios exhibited regional variation with characteristic minima at the foveal region (Fig.  3) . 11, 27 Examining all participants, the EZ/ELM and EZ/INL ratios were significantly reduced in eyes with intermediate AMD compared to normal eyes (P 0.025) and also reduced with increasing age (P 0.020). However, the ELM/INL ratio was not significantly different between eyes with intermediate AMD compared to normal eyes (P ¼ 0.855) and did not change significantly with age (P ¼ 0.444; Table 2 ).
RESULTS
To further examine which pathologic features were associated with an overall reduction in relative intensity of the EZ, multivariate analyses were performed. Only the additional presence of hyperpigmentation and increasing age were significantly associated with reduced overall EZ/ELM and EZ/INL (P 0.024), but not the presence of large drusen alone or the additional feature of RPD (P ‡ 0.115). There were no factors significantly associated with a reduced ELM/INL ratio (P ‡ 0.382; Table 3 ). The mean EZ/ELM ratios for our intermediate AMD eyes, categorized by AMD phenotype, with comparison made to normal eyes, are shown in Figure 4 .
DISCUSSION
We have previously suggested that the intensity of the EZ may provide a marker of disease severity in nonneovascular FIGURE 1. Diagram illustrating the 35 retinal locations where the EZ, ELM, and INL were sampled; at the fovea and at 200 lm intervals, to a maximum eccentricity of 3400 lm from the fovea, both nasally and temporally. The relative intensity of the EZ was determined as a ratio of the EZ to the ELM and INL. The relative EZ intensity was then averaged over each of the seven 1000-lm horizontal retinal segments, each consisting of five retinal locations. This diagram illustrates the seven 1000-lm horizontal retinal segments and their corresponding average EZ/ELM ratios. AMD. 26, 27 We found the average relative EZ intensity was lower in a cohort of eyes with AMD, displaying a broader range of nonneovascular AMD phenotype than this current report, when compared to normal, similar-aged eyes. We also reported that reduced intensity of the EZ was significantly associated with a delay in the multifocal electroretinogram (mfERG) implicit time. 27 However, further evaluation of how the EZ intensity differs in the presence of different pathologic features in intermediate AMD could provide further insights into its potential utility as a clinical biomarker. Thus, we sought to examine the association between overall EZ intensity, in retinal locations undisturbed by pathologic features, and the presence of different clinical features present within the macula of a uniform group of participants with intermediate AMD.
It is important to note that our study did not examine the association between AMD phenotypes and localized EZ Retinal locations exhibiting disruption, not included in the analysis, are labeled with a black bar. The mean EZ/ELM ratio for each retinal segment is shown below the corresponding retinal segment. Note that one retinal segment from both B and E OCT scans is absent, as all five retinal locations in these retinal segments exhibited disruption secondary to pathology and were not included in the analysis. changes related to specific pathologic features. Whilst previous studies have qualitatively graded the focal elevation, disruption, and absence of the EZ directly overlying drusen, 25, 43, 44 and RPD, 31, 32, 45, 46 our study set out to quantify EZ through a consistent, horizontal section in a scan through the fovea in all participants and its association with the clinical phenotype represented by the presence of each AMD pathologic feature. To avoid the possible effect of drusen, RPD, and hyperreflective foci on the local reflective properties of EZ, ELM, or INL, we specifically sought to only examine retinal locations where the EZ was not disturbed due to pathologic features. Including these retinal locations, overlying lesions could capture EZ reflectivity changes as a result of local EZ disruption, 25 or alterations in the angle of incidence of light as a result of lesion-associated elevation, 40 rather than providing an exclusive evaluation of overall EZ intensity that is comparable across the different eyes examined in this study.
We found that the average relative EZ intensity, as measured on the horizontal line scan passing through the fovea, is lower in eyes with intermediate AMD compared to normal aged eyes, which is consistent with our previous findings within 1000 lm of the fovea in nonneovascular AMD eyes with a wider range of disease severity. 27 The current study further revealed that it was only when the clinical phenotype includes macular hyperpigmentation in association with large drusen, not large drusen alone (>125 lm) or large drusen and RPD, that was significantly associated with a generalized reduction in EZ intensity. Our findings suggest that the presence of hyperpigmentation in the macula in AMD, a sign of distressed, dying, or dead RPE cells, 47 is a significant change in the severity of the disease profile, correlating with what we assume to be an indicator of outer retinal health-a less intense EZ.
Numerous epidemiologic studies have demonstrated AMD eyes with drusen >125 lm, with macular pigmentary changes, are at a greater risk of vision loss than similarly graded AMD eyes without these features.
1-3 Recent SD-OCT findings further support that hyperpigmentary changes (seen as hyperreflective foci 48 ) are pathologic markers of disease severity that proliferate significantly and migrate over time-characteristics that are associated with a greater incidence of GA. 47 The significant association between reduced overall EZ intensity and the presence of hyperpigmentation with large drusen agrees with these reports.
The absence of a significant association between EZ intensity through the foveal scan and the presence of large drusen only, or large drusen and RPD, suggests that the outer retinal health is not as affected in these clinical phenotypes.
The actual pathologic processes involved in the formation of RPD, and their effect on the AMD process, is still not well understood but is the subject of much investigation. 31, 32 At least from our observations presented here, they do not appear to affect the intensity of the EZ as measured through the central scan, to the same extent as the presence of hyperpigmentation. It is also possible that changes in EZ intensity may be more apparent as the RPD occupy a greater area, 45, 46 or when they are present in the foveal scan being analyzed, or if the SD-OCT scans being analyzed are specifically through the locations that harbor the RPD lesions.
In interpreting our findings of an absence of a significant association between overall EZ intensity and the presence of large drusen only, or large drusen and RPD, it is important to note that our intermediate AMD eyes with pathologic changes that disrupted the EZ across all retinal locations of at least three retinal segments were not included in the analysis. Intermediate AMD eyes with confluent drusen across >3000 lm of the horizontal foveal OCT scan were not represented in this study.
EZ reflectivity may, in part, reflect mitochondrial integrity within the photoreceptor IS ellipsoid. Emerging evidence has suggested a key role for mitochondrial dysfunction in the AMD pathogenesis with the mitochondrial genome shown to impact AMD susceptibility. 49, 50 As mitochondria comprise up to 74% to 85% of cone ellipsoids, 51 whether the IS ellipsoids coincide with the SD-OCT EZ remains of key interest and debate. 52, 53 Reflectivity of photoreceptors on SD-OCT has been postulated to originate from light scattering or waveguiding. 54, 55 Mitochondria have been identified as an organelle potentially responsible for photoreceptor reflectivity, as they powerfully scatter light in vitro. 13 In addition, recent clinical pathologic correlations between SD-OCT findings and mitochondrial translocation in degenerating cones, in the late stages of AMD, support the notion that these SD-OCT photoreceptor reflectivity changes could be attributed to changes in photoreceptor mitochondrial distribution. [55] [56] [57] If mitochondria do contribute to EZ reflectivity, EZ intensity may serve as a surrogate marker of IS mitochondrial integrity. A quantitative marker of IS mitochondrial wellbeing, and thus photoreceptor health, may prove significant in determining those at risk of progression to vision loss in the earlier stages of AMD. Although manual selection of a single pixel for the determination of the intensity at each retinal location of interest (EZ, ELM, or INL), in contrast to the measurement of the peak intensity over five pixels horizontally performed previously, 26, 27 may increase variability in the measurement of intensity, the consistency of our findings with previous reports, we believe, validates our novel method of quantifying band intensity. Prudent selection of the single pixel at each location of interest allowed for rapid characterization of intensity over a broad retinal region. Consistent with previous reports, the relative EZ intensity varied with eccentricity reaching a minimum at the fovea. 11 This may be due to the increase in ellipsoid volume with increasing eccentricity 51 and the absence of rods at the fovea, which also contributes to the intensity of the EZ band. 11, 58 To accommodate for the automatic brightness adjustments to SD-OCT images, the ELM and INL were chosen as references. These structures are considered to remain relatively unaltered in early disease. 27 In our study, similar findings were obtained irrespective of whether the ELM or the INL was used as the reference layer. We selected the ELM as our preferred reference to present our study results, as, unlike the INL, the ELM is present at the foveola, and could be sampled in all eyes. The external limiting membrane/inner nuclear layer ratio was neither significantly different between cohorts nor associated with age or the presence of any of the AMD pathologic features. These findings align with our previous results that show ELM and INL intensities appear unaltered in eyes with intermediate AMD, 27 and, together with the similar results between EZ/ELM and EZ/ INL ratios, validate that the differences in relative intensity found, can be ascribed to the EZ. Although averaging EZ/ELM intensities across the central retinal segment may have included the nadir of EZ intensity corresponding to the fovea, as the INL is absent at the fovea, the average EZ/INL of the central retinal segment omitted the foveal EZ/INL intensity in all eyes. Given the agreement of both EZ/INL and EZ/ELM ratios, independent analysis of the foveal EZ/ELM is unlikely to have a significant effect for the purposes of evaluating overall EZ intensity in this study.
The current study performs an initial cross-sectional characterization of overall EZ intensity in the intermediate stage of disease using a single horizontal B-scan, and future automated analyses, using the EZ obtained from the entire volume scan in longitudinal data, and evaluation against quantitative measures of pathologic changes (such as drusen volume), will permit more robust conclusions about the utility of the EZ as a single biomarker of disease severity and progression. Software algorithms, which can provide automated measurements of peak band intensity (such as the method recently developed by Ross and colleagues 35 ), may prove more accurate and allow rapid characterization of sequential scans.
CONCLUSIONS
Intermediate AMD phenotypes with macular hyperpigmentation in association with large drusen, not large drusen alone (>125 lm), nor large drusen and RPD, were significantly associated with a generalized reduction in EZ intensity. Longitudinal studies are required to determine whether alteration in this new quantifiable structural biomarker may serve to provide an effective marker of disease severity in clinical practice.
